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Scoop - Allermuir
Visually minimal, Scoop is simple, compact and clever. Clever in that each item stacks. Simple
construction; tubular Steel frames and pressed ply seats with their own unique character give Scoop a
freshness over and above the plethora of existing mono shell designs on the market.
All seats are veneered with either a rich Alpi-Lignum design similar to Zebrano, or with a Beech veneer,
which can be stained to achieve a choice of alternative shades.
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Product
Specification
Design: ‘Scoop’
Designer: Fraser Lee

Products available in range

Fraser Lee graduated from the Royal College of Art in 1984, exhibiting at
numerous shows; he won a number of design awards, including a travel
scholarship. In 1987 he formed JFL Design and in that year his work was selected
by the Design Centre and exhibited in London and Glasgow.
He continues to work on projects for both the contract and domestic arena.
Scoop resulted from Fraser’s collaboration with Allermuir, which is amongst his
first with a furniture manufacturer for their own collection.
Features:
Visually minimal, simple, compact. Every item, including high stools can be
stacked. The stools offer a good level of comfort, more than just a perch. The
chairs provide a very comfortable sit derived from the double curvature, mono
shell form. There are many mono shell chairs on the market, but this one certainly
has a freshness and unique character of its own amongst others of its type. It is
less predictable in style with its elongated slot in the back, delicate balance of
form, curves and slender proportions! In addition to this the ‘Alpi’ veneer also sets
the range apart from competitor products.

A430

A432

High stool
Beech clear lacquered or Alpi 243
Round steel tube frame

Side chair
Beech clear lacquered or Alpi 243
Round steel tube frame

Dimensions:
Overall 820h
Seat
755h
Weight 5.5kg
Stacks 4 high

Dimensions:
Overall 890h
Seat
455h
Weight 6.5kg
Stacks 8 high

440w

450d

510w

540d

740h
740h
740h

600dia
750dia
900dia

1200w
1800w

750d
750d

Finishes:
The frames can be Epoxy Polyester Powder Coated (EPPC), bright polished
or satin chrome plated from our range of metal finishes. The seats come in an
‘Alpilignum’ veneer, which is similar, although not as dark as Zebrano veneer.
The veneer ‘grain’ runs across the seats with a ‘stripy’ effect. This can be clear
lacquered or stained and lacquered. For solid coloured lacquer a beech veneer
would be used, which will be visually obliterated by solid colours, hence its use in
place of the Alpilignum. Alternatively we are offering the range in beech veneer as
a clear lacquered or stained and lacquered finish in its own right.

A435

A405

Armchair
Beech clear lacquered or Alpi 243
Round steel tube frame
Round steel tube arms

Round table
Round steel tube
Laminate top

Dimensions:
Overall 890h
Seat
455h
Weight 6.5kg
Stacks 8 high

Dimensions:
A405/6RD
A405/7RD
A405/9RD

540w

540d

Alpilignum:
Alpi S.p.A. is an Italian company established in 1919 and named after its founder,
Pietro Alpi. Alpi Lignum is one of their products. Obtained from renewable wood
sources Alpilignum is rotary veneered (peeled by rotating the log onto the saw to
produce thin layers or veneers), dyed and laminated (layered and bonded) into a
‘new log’, which produces veneer consistent in colour design and size when it is
then re sliced. It is in effect a veneer that reproduces all species of natural wood,
or new patterns not existing in nature that are developed by the constant research
of architects and designers. What you touch though is wood!
The light woods used to produce Alpilignum are mostly Poplar from Italy and
Ayous from Africa (also more commonly known as Obeche).
Marketplace:
This design ideally lends itself to restaurants, cafes, bistros and the burgeoning
number of coffee and teahouses appearing in the UK’s cities and larger towns.

A405

A405

Square table
Round steel tube
Laminate top

Rectangular table
Round steel tube
Laminate top

Dimensions:
A405/66 740h
A405/77 740h
A405/99 740h

600w
750w
900w

600d
750d
900d

Dimensions:
A405/127 735h
A405/187 735h

